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       Electric Scooter User Manual User Manual Használati útmutató Manual de instrucțiuni ZT-63 Instrukcja obsługi Hungary Head Office: ZTECH Poland: Z-TECH BIKE KFT. ZTECH Romania: Z-TECH Sp. Z.O.O. Dulácska utca 1/A. SC Z TECH BIKE SRL. 30-565 Kraków, 2045. Törökbálint, Hungary Calea Aradului 62. Ul. Panska 27, Poland hungary@ztechbike.com Oradea, Romania biuro@ztechbike.pl www.ztechbike.com oradea@ztechbike.ro www.ztechbike.pl www.ztechbike.ro WWW.ZTECHBIKE.COM Foreword First of all, thank you for choosing our products. This instruction will introduce you the common sense and maintenance methods of the electric scooter. Please read the manual vehicleefully after purchasing this product, to understand the performance, characteristics, precautions and maintenance knowledge of the scooter, and give full play to the advantages of the electric scooter to ensure the safe driving in optimal driving conditions Please read this manual vehicleefully and follow the procedures or instructions. In places where special attention is emphasized, use words such as “danger”, “warning” and caution. These places are of special significance and should be read vehicleefully. Danger: Be alert to high levels of danger, which will involve the personal safety of the driver, ignoring the precautions that may result in serious injury to the driver. Warning: Be alert to moderate hazards, which may result in serious injury to the driver and serious damage to the vehicle. Note: Be alert to mild hazards, which is to make important instructions clearer and to avoid damage to the vehicle. Main technical parameters and performance indicators 1. Dimensions: length × width ≤ 1600 × 750mm 2. Continued mileage: ≥25km 3. Motor form: permanent magnet winding DC motor 4. Execution standard: GB/T12996-2012 "Electric wheelchair" ※Tips: This electric scooter can only be used by one person. Please observe the relevant traffic regulations ※ 1. Part description 1. rearview mirror 2. handlebar 3. side plate 4.tail box 5.rear winker 6.rear shock absorber 7.rear fender 8.hub 9. footrest 10 motor 11 fringe 12.front panel 13front disc brake 14front shock absorber 15.front fender 16.front headlight 17 seat 18 speed control handlebar 19 charge port 2. Switch description 1. Head Light High-low beam switch 2. L&R winker switch 3. Horn switch 4. Headlight switch 5. Three gear 6. Backward 3. Brake parking: When parking on ramps, use parking brake to prevent slipping. 4. Key A. When the key is in ON ,power on, do not take off the key and turn off the power while driving. B. When the key is in OFF, turn off the power and take off the key. C. When the key is in OFF, counter clockwise rotation can open seat. D. When the key is in OFF, then press down , counter clockwise rotation can lock the vehicle stem. 5. The power supply of the whole vehicle can be cut off after closing 6. Instruction (1) Precautions for use A. Please observe the traffic rules and control the driving speed within the safe speed. (Note：the safe speed of this vehicle is not more than 25Km/H) B. Be familiar with the contents of this manual before you drive. Then, find an open field for training to fully master the driving principle of the vehicle and familiar with its construction, this is safe driving (2) Instruction for driver A. Warning: Please drive at a safe speed to avoid accidental personal and vehicle damage B. Warning: Do not lend it to, or allow unfamiliar and unskilled drivers to use. One-handed driving or do not hold the handlebar, drunk driving are very dangerous. C. After getting the new vehicle, first familiar with the various functions of the e-bike, relax and not be nervous, install the accessories (rear mud, windshield and rearview mirror) in place according to the corresponding position, the drum brakes can adjust the brake tension according to their own braking force. D. When driving, pay attention when accelerating the handlebar. Turn the handlebar slowly, don't accelerate to the maximum speed while the vehicle moving (unless you are already very skilled) E. Rainy and Snowy days can cause danger due to the wetness of the ground. High-speed driving and steering should be avoided. Braking should be in advance to prevent accidents. F. Wear your safety helmet on your head when you are driving. G. Wearing clothes free from all over the body, not tight. H. Do not wear high heel shoes (3) Note A. For maintenance, overhaul and service, every vehicle produced by the company has its frame number and motor number to help the distributor to provide good service. The frame number is imprinted on the lower part of the front box of the vehicle. The motor number is imprinted on the motor outer end cover. B. The load should not be too heavy. When loading and not loading, the handlebar has a different sense of manipulation. Excessive load, the handlebar is easy to vibrate, very dangerous. The vehicle is only can be used for 1 person. The back vehiclerier box can only hold less than 2kg.The more heavy the load, the greater the risk. C. Do not put cotton or other items next to the motor D. Under the seat cushion (Except for the back vehiclerier box), do not put items in order to prevent accidents E. Check brakes, power off and fasteners before driving F. When washing the vehicle, do not directly splash water on the brake drum, motor, front and rear axles to prevent the influent water affects performance and life. Do not use steam or high pressure water pipes when washing the vehicle 7. Maintenance (1) Vehicle maintenance A. When using for about one month, please check if the bolts or nuts at the key joints are loose. if any, please tighten in time. B. Please keep the disc brakes clean . If it is too dirty, the brake effect will be reduced or the brakes will have abnormal noise. If you need to replace the relevant parts, please go to the professional maintenance point for troubleshooting. (2) Battery charging and maintenance A. This vehicle uses maintenance-free lead-acid battery, the temperature is in the range of -15 ° C to 45 ° C, the best at 10 ° C to 20 ° C, too low will reduce its effective capacity, too high will affect its service life. In winter or cold regions, the continuation distance reduced after charging once is very normal. When the temperature rises above 20 °C, its function naturally recovers. B. When the under voltage indicator flashes, you must charge the battery. Charging after riding every day is good for battery life. (3) Charger use and maintenance A. Must use the original charger. B. The charger should be placed in a ventilated environment, and it is strictly forbidden to be in a confined space or in hot sun and high temperature environment. Do not put the charger in the saddle or tail box. C. When charging, first insert the battery, then connect to the power ; after full charging, cut off the power, then pull the battery plug. D. When the green light is on, the power should be cut off in time. It is forbidden to connect the charger to AC power for a long time without charging. E. During the charging process, if the indicator light is abnormal, the smell is abnormal, or the charger is overheated, stop immediately. F. During the use and storage of the charger, pay attention to avoid foreign body entering, especially water or other liquid, so as not to cause short circuit inside the charger G. Do not disassemble or replace the device inside the charger H. Keep it in a safe place that children cannot touch. I. It is strictly forbidden to start using without full charge, otherwise it will affect the battery life J. Do not cover anything with the charger while charging. K. This charger is for indoor use, please use it in a dry, well ventilated environment (4) Motor and controller use and maintenance A. Check the screws on both ends of the motor regularly for looseness. B. Regularly check the motor wiring and the insulation of the casing. C. Check the controller wiring regularly for looseness D. Check the fuses regularly for looseness. 8. Inspection and repair (1) In order to extend the service life and have safe and comfortable driving, please check and maintain it regularly. (2) Regular inspection should also be vehicleried out when the vehicle is stopped for a long time. (3) When the new vehicle is driving at 300Km, it must be inspected and maintained (4) Common faults and troubleshooting No. Fault Fault cause Troubleshooting 1 Speed control failure (1) Battery voltage is too (1) Fully charge or the maximum speed low the battery is lower (2) Speed control (2) Clamp after handlebar is reinsertion continuously loose (3) Replace the (3) The spring in the speed spring control handlebar is stuck or disabled 2 Turn on the power, the (1) Battery wiring is loose (1) Repair& motor hub does not (2) Power failure, left and reconnection work right brakes fail (2) Repair & (3) Motor hub wiring plug reinstallation is loose or damaged (3) Looking for professionals to repair at the repair station 3 Insufficient mileage (1) Insufficient tire (1) Tires need to be after one charge pressure filled with air (2) Insufficient charging or (2) Fully charge or charger failure check if the (3) Battery aging or charger plug is damage in poor contact (4) More uphill, big (3) Replace the headwind, frequent battery brakes, heavy load (4) It is recommended to use foot pedals in these situations. 4 The charger is not （1） The charger socket (1) Fastening charging is disconnected or socket and the plug and socket connector are loosely (2) Replace the connected. fuse （2） The fuse inside the (3) Welding cable charger is blown （3） Battery pack wiring off 5 Other failure （1） When you In case of the encounter a fault above, please look that cannot be for the supplier or eliminated by the repair station, yourself under the do not open the above guidance or a above parts without fault that cannot be authorization. determined Otherwise, it will （2） when motor hub, lose the company's controller, charger, warranty battery pack are commitment damaged 
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